Analyzing historical DejaGNU test result data with the Bunsen toolkit
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Bunsen is a toolkit for compact storage and analysis of DejaGNU test results. The toolkit includes a storage engine that compresses and indexes a large collection of test result logs in a Git repository, a Python library for querying and analyzing the test result collection, and a simple CGI service for accessing query results through a web browser.

In this talk I will give an in-depth look at how Bunsen can be used to understand the current state of a project’s testsuite. Based on my experience using Bunsen to collect and monitor test results from the SystemTap project, I will show how keeping a long-term repository of test results enables more sophisticated and useful analysis. In particular, I will show how Bunsen analysis scripts can help to locate significant regressions and filter out insignificant ones, identify nondeterministic (‘flaky’) testcases, and narrow down the commits that introduced a particular regression.
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